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To whom it may concern:

It is my pleasure to write a lettel assessing the scholarly achievements of Jozef B6tora.

I have been following Jozef B6tora's work on institutional change in diplomacy, EU governance and
intemational political orders since we first met during his stay at Stanford in 2003/04. Since then he
has written a number of useful scholarly analyses using new institutionalist approaches in organization
theory. Despite his relatively young age, Jozefhas already produced substantial scholarly insights with
impact on our understanding of the role of institutions in political life and of irstitutional change
pfocesses,

ln parliculat, I can mention two of his innovative str.rdies. In the article "Does the European Union
Transform the lnstitution of Diplomacy" published in Journal of European Public Policy (2005), he
conceptualizes diplomacy as an institution of the rnodern state order. Fle defines diplomacy as a set of
rules, norms and routines regularizing interstate interactions and providing notions of appropriate '

actions of states in the diplomatic environment. One of the key insights of this study is the inherent
tension produced in the institution of diplomacy by being simultaneously a shared framework of rules
and atr arena for promotion of varying national interests. Such tensions genemte conflicts of roles and
notions of appropriateness which in turn may lead to institutional change dynamics. The second
article, which I find particularly interesting is his arJicle "The 'Mitrailleuse Effect': The EEAS as an
interstitial organization and the dynamics of change in diplornacy" published in Joumal of Comrnon
Market Studies (2013). It elaborates on the concept of interstitial organization' as an organization
enrerging in the interstices between various institutionalized fields and tapping into resources of
organizatious within these fields. As he shows using empirical evidence from the EU's newly founded
diplornatic service, by recombining structures, procedures and rules from various fields, such
organizations may generate innovation dynamics in institutional orders.

In the fall of2013, I hadthe pleasure ofhosting Jozefat Stanford during his stay here as a Fulbright
visiting professor. In addition to discussing various theoretical questions related to organization theoly
and the role of institutions in politics, I welcomed Jozef s views on the perspectives of the
development of political science as a discipline in Central Europe. He has been an active academic
entlepreneur running research seminar series and inviting international scholars to Cornenius
University in Bratislava. His PhD course "Organizations and institutions" is an impoftant step in
promoting aoademic imrovation in the Central European scholarly milieu by opening up political
science research to perspectives from related fields. We at Stanford welcome and support Jozef s

initiative aimed at strengthening the tink between the organizations research comnrunitv in Slovakia
(ancl Central Europe) with organizations scholars at Stanford.

JozefBitora's record ofpublications, his international standards ofacademic excellence, his traok
record as a Central European acadernic entrepreneur and his teaching experience clearly qualifli him
lbr the title of professor at Comenius University.
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